ACI-NA 2018 Excellence in Airport Concessions Awards
Profile Form
Best New Duty Free Concept

Category Name:
Name of Concept/Airport:

DFS Duty Free Pop-Up Shops

Company that Operates Concept: DFS Duty Free
(If the airport/concept wins an award, the information provided above will be used in the media release)
Use of Concept/Program and Branding
Provide as general description of the concept/program and branding:

DFS Duty Free, in partnership with JFKIAT, developed and implemented numerous pop-up shops in
T4's Retail Lounge. The pop-up shops operated on the same schedule as the DFS store hours and
were in designated spaces adjacent to duty free in-line stores. Generally the pop-ups were 150-300 sf,
offered branded merchandise, staffed by DFS, and created an experience for passengers and added
to the ambiance of the terminal. Embracing the duty free pop-up concept allows brands and DFS
merchandisers the opportunity to creatively enhance sales and service.
Concessions Goals
Provide a general description of the goals for your concession concept/program and how you met them:
Create ambiance and enhance the passengers experience
Trial new product lines and brands for possible integration into in-line DFS stores
Increase sales
Drive more pax to stores
Drive domestic Pax sales by promoting that domestic customers can make purchases at DFS shops (excluding liquor and tobacco products)
In 2017, DFS Duty Free sales were +10% YOY vs a 7% increase in international pax. Domestic pax sales were up 14% YOY. The holiday pop-ups were
particularly effective in adding to the terminal's festive atmosphere. 2017 pop-ups included Guerlain, Nutella, FAO Schwarz, Tiffany & Co, Chanel,
Sugarfina, Marc Tetro, and Map Totes (local brand).

Design/Layout
Describe how the concession concept/program makes the best use of the space allocated, including concessions’
placement in relation to passenger flows throughout the terminal or concourse:

The DFS pop-up shops are located adjacent to their main beauty, spirits, and accessories
locations to draw passengers to their stores and circulate passengers throughout the T4 Retail
Lounge.

Revenue Performance (if applicable)
(If the program/concept is less than one year, please enter performance numbers to date and make a note below)

Concept/Program Square Feet

500

Annual Gross Sales

POP up units only: $1,654,345

Annual Sales per Square Feet

3308

Return completed form along with the PowerPoint Presentation

